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M e a sur in g th e true benefit of

human resources outsourcing

T

here are two sides of owning a business: “the
business of business” and “the business of
employment.” Most business owners did not go
into business to be employers. They don’t possess all
the necessary human resources training, payroll and
accounting skills, knowledge of regulatory compliance,
background in risk management, or know-how of
insurance and employee benefit programs to meet
all the demands of being a good employer. Realizing
the complexities and liability employees present, the
option of outsourcing all of these employment issues
to one group of professionals, one team of experts, one
vendor, can make sense for many business owners.
Like any business process being outsourced, human
resources outsourcing to a “Professional Employer
Organization” (PEO) has started to boom. It is now
the fastest growing segment of the business process
outsourcing sector. Originally established to benefit
small to medium-sized businesses, the industry is
seeing larger and larger companies outsourcing their
human resource operations. The goal of a PEO is to
increase profitability, maximize employee productivity
and reduce employee-related liability. The prospect
of cutting costs is often what motivates companies to
consider outsourcing. However companies must look
beyond the initial cost savings and must analyze the
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impact of outsourcing on employee satisfaction and
the overall organizational performance.
How does a PEO arrangement work?
In the relationship among a PEO, a worksite employee,
and a client company, there exists a co-employment
arrangement in which both the PEO and client company
have an employment relationship with the worker.
The PEO and client company contractually allocate
and share traditional employer responsibilities and
liabilities. The PEO assumes responsibility for the
“business of employment” including risk management,
human resources, employment law compliance, payroll
and employee taxes. The PEO can provide a complete

The goal of a PEO is to increase
profitability, maximize employee
productivity and reduce employeerelated liability.
human resource and employee benefit package to the
worksite employee. The client company directs and
controls worksite employees in delivery of its products
and services.

Why would a business use a PEO?
All business owners want to focus their time and
energy on the “business of their business” and not on
the “business of employment.” The laws, the regulations
and the expectations change so rapidly it’s hard to keep
up if you’re not managing HR full time. By partnering
with a PEO your efficiency and profitability could
increase by:
• No down payments and no audits for workers’
compensation.
• Timely and accurate payroll runs for your company
(including direct deposits).
• Handling all tax fillings, 940 & 941 filings, W-2, I-9
and state mandated garnishments for employees.
• Reducing the employee liabilities that your company
is exposed to on a daily basis.
• HR assistance with employee handbooks,
safety manuals, government compliance, workers’
compensation claims management and unemployment
hearings.
• Providing safety programs and training specific
to your company to keep you compliant with all
government and OSHA rules and regulations.
• Offering a comprehensive, affordable and wellmanaged benefit program.
Even for the business that has a human resource
department, the PEO provides valuable and
complementary expertise and services. Additionally,
PEOs provide worksite employees with coverage under

The PEO assumes responsibility for the
“business of employment” including
risk management, human resources,
employment law compliance, payroll
and employee taxes.
the entire spectrum of employment laws and regulations,
including federal, state, and local discrimination laws,
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Age Discrimination
in Employment Act, ADA, HIPAA, Equal Pay Act and
COBRA. In some cases, these laws would not apply
to workers at small businesses without the PEO
relationship, since many statutes have exemptions
based upon the number of workers in a workforce.
Once included in the PEO’s workforce, the workers
are protected by these laws.
In a PEO arrangement, does the business owner
lose control of his or her business?
Absolutely not! The client retains ownership of the
company, hires, fires and manages the day-to-day
activities of the workers.
Why would a worker want a PEO as an employer?
Many PEOs provide exceptional employee benefits
including health benefits, retirement savings plans and
aggressive workplace risk management. Job security
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is improved as the PEO’s economies of scale permit a
business to lower employment costs. Job satisfaction
and productivity increase when workers are provided
quality human resource services.

Creating a successful partnership
with a PEO requires the selection
of a PEO that has high standards,
outstanding customer service and
quality inclusive programs.
Regulatory compliance
“PEOs are in the business of staying up-to-date on
the ever-changing federal, state and local regulations.
Through an experienced staff of HR professionals, a
PEO helps businesses navigate through the government
red tape. A PEO shares some of the liability by
monitoring important work-related laws and taking care
of the administrative functions, such as government
reporting, unemployment claims and payroll taxes. By
doing this, PEOs help ensure compliance is met on an
ongoing basis.”
Successful partnerships
Creating a successful partnership with a PEO requires
the selection of a PEO that has high standards,
outstanding customer service and quality inclusive
programs. When choosing your PEO, apply the same
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standards you would use when selecting an
attorney, CPA, or any other trusted advisor.
Some helpful hints that could be beneficial
in your selection process are:
1. How long has the PEO been in
business?
2. Does the PEO provide references?
3. Can the PEO meet your risk management
and loss control expectations?
4. Can the PEO meet your human resource
expectations?
5. Is the PEO a member of NAPEO (National
Association of Professional Employer
Organizations), the national trade
association of PEOs?
6. Will the PEO provide a copy of its service
contract before you commit to do
business.
Summary
Businesses face a choice in the way they structure and
pursue HRO strategies: Human resource outsourcing
increases productivity from workforce investments,
which dramatically improves strategic and sustainable
competitive advantages and allows employers to
closely manage HR-related costs. It’s always advisable
to transform your HR from a cost center to a strategic
resource. Use the tools and
expertise that help remove PEOs are in
the burden of managing the business
back-office functions so that
you can focus on leveraging of staying upemployee performance and to-date on the
supporting strategic initiatives.
Realization of your complete ever-changing
responsibilities, associated federal, state
time, cost and liability exposure
is crucial in evaluating the value and local
a PEO relationship could bring regulations.
to your business.
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